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Wildfires in the West

California wildfire statistics, 2021
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Smoke across North America

nasaearthobservatory.nasa.gov, July 2021
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Modeling smoke transport
A fairly simple model of smoke transport is given by the conservative advection 
equation

qt + ∇(uq) = Q
where  is a concentration of one or more smoke particle species, 

 is a prescribed velocity field (typically from 
meteorological data), and  is a source term (e.g. smoke emission rate).

q(x, t)
u(x, t) = (u(x, t), v(x, t), w(x, t))

Q(x, t)

Challenges in smoke modeling


• Accurate and conservative numerical schemes 


• Large domains and time scales can challenge computational resources


• Obtaining accurate wind field data 


• Assimilating observations into simulations to extract model parameters and 
states.

Smoke3d :  Data enabled software framework to incorporate each of the above four 
challenges. 
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Computational challenges

Accurate and conservative numerical schemes

• Use second order f-wave variation of the wave propagation algorithms (R. J. 

LeVeque) on logically Cartesian grids


Large domains and time scales

• Use adaptive mesh refinement to locate computational resources only in 

regions with smoke


Wind field data

• Use wind field data obtained from MetReader ( available on GitHub at https://

github.com/hschwaiger-usgs/volcano-ash3d-metreader). 


Data assimilation

• Use representer method (A. F. Bennet, 2004) to assimilate known observable 

data and obtain modeling errors associated with source term emissions data. 

https://github.com/hschwaiger-usgs/volcano-ash3d-metreader
https://github.com/hschwaiger-usgs/volcano-ash3d-metreader
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Accurate and conservative numerical scheme 

In 1d : 

qt + ∇(uq) = Q

Qn+1
j = Qn

j −
Δt
Δx (urqr − uℓqℓ) +

Δt
Δx (Fj+1/2 − Fj−1/2)

where  is the flux difference across interface .   The second order 
corrections are given by

urqr − uℓqℓ xi−1/2

Fj−1/2 = sign(sj−1/2) 1 −
sj−1/2Δt

Δx
(urqr − uℓqℓ), sj−1/2 =

ur + uℓ

2

For mapped grids, velocities are rotated and scaled appropriately.  On 2d surface 
meshes (e.g. a latitude/longitude grid), velocity components normal to the surface are 
projected out to maintain conservation.

We use the f-wave variation of the wave propagation algorithm (L. J. LeVeque) and 
assume cell centered data.  
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Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR)

Tracer transport  : Filament formation

(ForestClaw/p4est, DC)

AMR is a technology that aims to make 
numerical grid methods more efficient by 
dynamically adapting a mesh to follow 
solution features of interest. 


Challenges are 

• Developing numerical algorithms for 

these semi-structured meshes

• Managing overhead costs

• Porting to multi-core, multi-threaded 

and distribution hardware platforms

• Developing user interfaces that allow 

users to include adaptivity in their codes
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Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) using ForestClaw

Features of ForestClaw include : 

• Uses the highly scalable p4est dynamic grid management library (C. Burstedde, 

Univ. of Bonn, Germany)

• Each leaf of the quadtree/octree contains a fixed, uniform grid,

• Optional multi-rate time stepping strategy, 

• Has mapped, multi-block capabilities,  (cubed-sphere, for example) to allow for 

flexibility in physical domains,

• Modular design gives user flexibility in extending ForestClaw with Cartesian grid 

based solvers and packages.

• Uses essentially the same numerical components as patch-based AMR (e.g. 

Berger-Oliger-Colella)

A parallel, adaptive library for logically Cartesian, mapped, multi-block domains

www.github.com/ForestClaw
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Mesh creation in ForestClaw

 p4est provides an initial uniformly refined domain at level . 

ForestClaw creates a new grid in each p4est quadrant and initializes grid values


For  

• Mark each quadrant for possible refinement 

• p4est builds a new domain with additional level of quadrants

• Destroy any coarse grids in quadrants that have been replaced by refined quadrants

• Create and initialize grids in newly created fine quadrants.

ℓmin

ℓmin ≤ ℓ ≤ ℓmax

ℓmin = ℓ = 2 ℓmin = 2, ℓ = 3 ℓmin = 2, ℓ = 4 ℓmin = 2, ℓ = ℓmax = 5
(finest level grids not shown)
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Time stepping and dynamic mesh adaption

While 


• On each grid, advance the solution from  to , using ghost cell data

• Mark grids/quadrants for coarsening and refinement

• Get new p4est mesh.  Iterate over “matching coarse/fine grids”


-- If coarse grid is refined to four children: Interpolate old coarse grid values to new  child grids

-- If four sibling grids are coarsened to parent: average child grid values to new parent grid.


• Fill ghost cells  (see next slide)

t < tfinal

t t + Δt

For explicit, finite volume update for hyperbolic problem with a global time step

(Multiple time steps)

p4est interface to ForestClaw provides iterators to loop over old and new matching grids. 

refined
coarsened
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Fill ghost cells

• Assume valid data in the interior of each patch. 6 D. Calhoun and C. Burstedde

Fig. 2.3. Coarse grid interpolation stencils used to fill in fine grid ghost cell values. The open
circles are the coarse grid values used in the stencil and the filled smaller circles are the fine grid
ghost cell values to be filled in. The shaded fine grid ghost cell regions will be filled in by interpolation
from the coarse grid. The fine grid ghost cells in the lower left corner of the upper fine grid will be
filled in from the coarse grid shown here. As the fine grid in the lower right corner shows, corner
ghost cell regions on the fine grid are also filled in from a corner adjacent coarse grid.

in Clawpack. The user may also supply their own customized boundary condition
routines. In Figure 2.4, we show a general arrangement of fine and coarse grids at a
physical boundary.

After an averaging/copying step and before interpolation, physical boundary con-
ditions are used to fill in all edge and corner coarse grid ghost cells that lie outside the
physical domain. To ensure that corners are properly filled in, the physical boundary
conditions (extrapolation or reflection) are applied along the entire extent of the grid,
not just at faces between interior and exterior grid cells. After applying the physical
boundary conditions to coarse grids, we can interpolate ghost cell values to fine grids,
even those fine grids adjacent to the physical boundary. After interpolation, we then
apply physical boundary conditions a second time, this time to fill in all fine grid
ghost cell values outside the physical domain. While this second application of the
physical boundary conditions will largely duplicate the e↵orts of the first, this second
sweep ensures that fine grid corner ghost cells which lie outside the physical domain
are valid, since in this second sweep, these values will be filled by either extrapolation
or reflection from newly interpolated ghost cell values inside the physical domain.

In Algorithm 1, we illustrate the serial algorithm described above for filling in
ghost cells on the non-overlapping quadtree hierarchy. In this algorithm, we describe
the serial version of the ghost exchange, and assume that at every exchange, we want
to fill ghost cell values on all levels. In later versions, we will incorporate parallel ghost
patch exchanges, and a ghost cell filling procedure that incorporates time interpolated
levels needed for multirate schemes.

Proposition: Assume that the number of interior grid cells in any direction is
at least twice the number of ghost layers in that direction. Also, assume that an
interpolation stencil used to interpolate from a coarse grid to the ghost cells of a
neighboring fine grid can be completely contained within a single quadrant of the

Step 2 : Interpolation to fine ghost 
regions, using coarse grid ghost regions

Step 1 : Average or copy values to coarse 
ghost regions 

After each time step
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What does AMR cost?

Ghost-filling (10%) 
is the most 
expensive, after 
advancing the 
solution

Results from Juqueen, Jülich, Germany (now decommissioned)

Regridding, 
communication are 
negligible (< 5%)

Scalar advection on a replicated domain with  patches32 × 32
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Wind field data : MetReader

We obtain realistic windfields, we will use the MetReader library, developed by H. 
Schwaiger at the USGS (Anchorage Volcanic Observatory, Alaska) 


• MetReader library provides a Fortran interface to re-analysis NWP data available 
from many sources, including NOAA, NCEP, NASA and so on


• Companion projection and date/time libraries provide support for computing 
projections. 


• Interpolation routines provided with MetReader will provide wind field data on 
uniform Cartesian grids.  

H. F. Schwaiger, R. P. Denlinger, and L. G. Mastin, “Ash3d : A finite-volume, conservative, 
numerical model for ash transport and tephra deposition”, J. Geophys. Res., 117 
(2012).

As part of a port of Ash3d (H. Schwaiger, USGS) to ForestClaw, we used the MetReader 
library.  
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Ash3d for volcanic ash  transport

Volcanic ash transport using Ash3d (H. Schwaiger, USGS) extension  of ForestClaw

3 

 

 

Figure 1. Example model grids illustrated in Google EarthTM1. (a) Latitude-longitude grid over the North Atlantic. (b) 
Projected grid over Alaska. (c) Close-up of cells over Redoubt volcano, showing a vertical distribution of ash 
specified by equation (1), using a shape factor (k) of 4.  

                                                                    

1Google Earth TM images are copyrighted by Google (2011), Europa Technologies (2011), Tele Atlas, and 
Geocenter Consulting.  Use of these and other Google EarthTM images in this document is consistent with 
usage allowed by Google (Google, 2013) and do not require explicit permission for publication. 

Extend existing 
volcanic ash transport 
model with a parallel, 
adaptive capabilities 

Original code : 2 hours

ForestClaw  
implementation 
15 minutes
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Data assimilation : Representer method

Data assimilation will be carried out using the representer method (A. F. Bennett, 1992). 


 


• In this approach, the model itself is a weak constraint, and a generalized 
inversion is then a best fit to both the dynamics and the data.


• The linearity of the transport problem allows us to use superposition to break the 
coupling in the resulting Euler-Lagrange system. 


• Using AMR, we can accurately solve adjoint problems in which a source “impulse 
function” (modeled as a discrete delta function) is backwards propagated. 


• The forward problem uses the adjoint to guide the final solution to the exact  
“least squares” fit to data and model dynamics.  


• Correlation coefficients provide weights (e.g. indicate “confidence”) in initial 
conditions, source terms and boundary conditions. 

A. F. Bennett, “Inverse Modeling of the Ocean and Atmosphere”, Cambridge University Press, 2004.
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Representer Method

Zero initial conditions; unknown source term

observations

qt + u ⋅ ∇q = f

High confidence in 
the initial conditionLow confidence in 

the source term
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Representer Method

Source term allowed to evolve to match observations

observation at time t = 0.0391 

qt + u ⋅ ∇q = f
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Representer Method
qt + u ⋅ ∇q = f

Source term allowed to evolve to match observations
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Representer Method
qt + u ⋅ ∇q = f

Source term allowed to evolve to match observations
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Representer Method

Source term allowed to evolve to match observations
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Representer Method

Source term allowed to evolve to match observations
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Smoke3d

Smoke3d is a data-enabled computational model of smoke transport which will 
combine

• Conservative wave propagation algorithm for transport, 


• Adaptive mesh refinement using ForestClaw,   


• Wind field data from the MetReader library, and 


• Data assimilation using the representer method


A primary goal is to validate source term models available in literature and from 
various data sources. 

“Data-enabled modeling of wildfire smoke transport”, PI : J. Mead 
(BSU); Co-PI : D. Calhoun;   NSF-DMS #2111585 (June 2021-2024).

PhD Students : Patricia Azike, Sandra Babyale (BSU; former AIMS 
(African Institute of Mathematical Sciences) students).  

www.github.com/ForestClaw/forestclaw

http://www.github.com/ForestClaw/forestclaw
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Smoke3d
Progress on forward model (Patricia Azike, BSU)

• New build system capabilities in ForestClaw allow us to create stand-alone 

“Smoke3d” application that uses ForestClaw as a meshing/solver library.

• Latitude/Longitude multi-block domain allows for general rectangular 

domains with nearly uniform cell sizes. 

• Numerical gauges in ForestClaw provide time series solutions at specified 

locations in the physical domain

• Python front-end script allows us to run ForestClaw as black-box forward 

solver with input parameters to enable parameter estimation based on gauge 
output.   ForestClaw :  for parameters  is used as input to non-
linear least squares solver.  


Preliminary results : 

• Estimate strength of source term based on “observations” from simulation 

using simple velocity field.

y = G(p) p
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Smoke3d : Forward model

Source : Gaussian

ForestClaw block with 
single level 0 32x32  grid

5x6 array of p4est/ForestClaw blocks

Next steps

• Realistic velocity using MetReader library

• Full 3d (extruded mesh) 
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Thank you!

ForestClaw simulation on the cubed sphere


